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It is shown that, through the mechanism of "jumping" of the IJ.- meson from one proton to 
another, which was proposed by Ia. B. Zel'dovich, mesic hydrogen atoms convert completely 
to the ground state of the hyperfine structure during the lifetime of the IJ. meson. As are
sult, there is complete depolarization of 1J. mesons in hydrogen, and the neutrons which are 
formed from capture of IJ.- mesons by protons via IJ.- + p = n + v will be completely polar
ized along their direction of motion. 

THE separation between the upper ( F = 1, where 
F is the total spin of the mesic atom) and lower 
( F = 0) levels of the hyperfine structure for a 1J. 
meson in the K orbit of a mesic hydrogen atom, 
is1 

16n I Lls = 3 ~p.~Ngl ljl (0) 1 2 = 0.25 ev (1) 

( {3/J. is the IJ.-mesonic and f3N the nuclear Bohr 
magneton, gi = 2 x 2.79 is the gyromagnetic ratio 
of the proton) . 

Because of the smallness of this separation, the 
radiative transition to the lower state is extremely 
improbable ( T rad ,..., 106 sec). However, because 
of the neutrality of mesic hydrogen there is a very 
effective mechanism via which there is a complete 
transition into the lower hyperfine structure state 
during the lifetime of the IJ. meson. This mech
anism is the "jump" of the IJ. meson from one pro
ton to another with simultaneous transition into the 
lower state of the hyperfine structure.* Since the 
hyperfine splitting is much greater than the ther
mal energy in collisions of a proton and a mesic 

*This was called to the attention of the author by Ia. B. 
Zel'dovich. 

atom, the process is irreversible. In the present 
paper we give an estimate of the cross section for 
this transition. 

In mesic units (e = 1, ti = 1, m/J. = 1), the 
Hamiltonian for the interaction of a meson with a 
pair of protons, including the interaction of the 
spins of the meson and the protons is 

h 1 1 1 111 
H = -- LlR - - LlR - - Ll -- - - + -

2M ' 2M ' 2 r r 1 r2 R 

( R 1, R2, r are the coordinates and 11, 12, s 
are the spins of the protons and the meson, R 

(2) 

= 1 R 1 - R2 I is the distance between the protons, 
while r 1 = I r - R1 I and r 2 = I r - ~ I are the 
distances of the meson from the two protons). We 
are neglecting the spin-spin interaction between 
the protons and between the meson and the second 
proton when the meson is at the position of the 
first proton. 

At the velocities we are considering, the rela
tive motion of the protons is described by an s 
wave, so that the total spin is conserved. The spin 
of the system consisting of two protons and a I-' 
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H(R) meson can take on the values %and %. However, 
transitions to the lower hyperfine structure state 
are possible only for the state with spin%. The 
wave function for such a state, antisymmetric 
under interchange of the protons, is expressible as 

'P' = G (R) Eg (R, r) 5?1,, 'J, (I, 2; tL) 

+If (R) Eu (R, r) 5~1 ••• 1, (I, 2; fL). (3) 

(where, to be specific, we consider a state with 
projection of the total spin on the arbitrary z axis 
equal to+%). ~g and ~u are the wave functions 
of the J.l meson in the field of the two fixed protons; 
they contain the distance between the protons as a 
parameter and are, respectively, symmetric and 
antisymmetric under interchange of the protons: 

( 1 1 1 1\ 
--2 6.r- r- -,- + -R) Eg, u = Eg, u (R) Eg, U• 

1 2 ' 
(4) 

S~j2. 1j2 ( 1, 2; JJ.) and sl;2•1; 2 ( 1, 2; JJ.) are spin 
functions corresponding to total spin of 0 and 1 for 
the particles whose ihdices are separated off by 
the semicolon; the total spin of the system is % 
and the total spin projection on the z axis is + %. 

Introducing the usual spin functions a = ( ~ ) and 

(3 = ( ~ ) for the two protons and the J.l meson, we 

can write 
1 

S~, •1, (1,2; tL) = V:2 [oc (I)~ (2)- ~(I) oc (2)] oc (fL), 

5,11,,.1, (1,2; tL) = y~ [oc (I)~ (2) (5) 

t ~ (1) oc (2)] oc (tL) _ v-i oc (1) oc (2) ~ ([L). 

On the other hand, for sufficiently large distance 
between the protons, the wave function of the sys
tem with total spin % and spin projection + %. for 
the lower hyperfine structure state ( F = 0) is 

o/0 = K (R) 1Ji (r1) 5?1, •1, (1, fL; 2) 

- K (R) lji (r2) s?J,, '1. (2, p.; I), 

and for the upper state ( F = 1) 

'P'l = L (R) lji (r1) 5~1 ••• 1, (I, fL; 2) 

- L (R) lji (r 2) St1,. 'J, (2, !L; 1), 

(6) 

(7) 

where 1/J ( r 1 ) and 1/J ( r 2 ) are the wave functions 
of the J.l meson at the first and second protons, 
respectively. 

At large distances between the protons 

(8) 

and the wave function (3) of the system must be a 
linear combination of (6) and (7), so we easily find 

the relations between the functions G (R), 
and K ( R), L ( R): 

G (R) = (K- V3 L)/V2: 
K(R) = (G-V3H)f2V2. 
If <R) = c- v:r K - L); v2. 
L (R) = (-l13G- H)f2V2. 

(9) 

Substituting the wave function (3) in the Schro
dinger equation Hl¥ = E l¥ with the Hamiltonian 
(3) and using (4), we find, after multiplying the 
equations for the functions G ( R ) and H ( R) by 
~g.SV2 • 1;2 ( 1, 2; JJ.) and ~u sl;2•1; 2 ( 1, 2; J.l ), 
respectively, and integrating over the JJ.-meson 
coordinates: 

1 1 
- M 6.RG +EgG- 2M Kr;gG 

+ ~1t g; ~f'. ~N V'3/~ji (0) !2 If= EG, 

1 1 
-M 6.Rlf + Eulf- 2M Kuu If (10) 

47t v-+ 3gi~f'. ~N IIJI (0) /2 ( 3 G-2/f) =Elf, 

where 

(11) 

For sufficiently large distance between the pro
tons (neglecting exponentially small terms and 
terms of order R -4 ), 

In this same approximation, Kuu ~ Kgg· The ex
pressions - Kgg/2M and - Kuu/2M are thus the 
correction to the kinetic energy of motion of the 
proton in the mesic atom, which is usually taken 
into account by introducing the reduced mass. The 
equations for K ( R) and L ( R) follow from (9) 
and (10): 

1 
M 6.RL + sL -- 1/ 4 (3Eg + Eu + 2) L 

V3 + -4-(Eg-Eu)K = 0, 

~6.RK + (s + 6.s)K - 1/4(3Eu + Eg + 2)K 

V3 + --r (Eg- Eu) L = 0, 

where 
1 1 1 

6 = E + 2 - 2M - 4 6.s, 

(12) 
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and ~E is the hyperfine structure energy (1). 
The relative motion of the mesic atom and the 

proton is described by the function L ( R) in the 
upper hyperfine structure state, and by K ( R) in 
the lower state. Equation (12) thus describes the 
transfer of hyperfine structure energy into energy 
of relative motion ( E and E + ~E, for R- co, 

are equal to the kinetic energy of relative motion 
in the upper and lower hyperfine structure states, 
respectively). 

Finding the cross section for "jumping" of the 
J.L meson is essentially a problem of inelastic 
scattering of slow particles. 2 Because of the 
smallness of the quantity k0 =...; M~E = 0.02 
(mesic units), there is a quite large region of 
free motion ( 1 « R « 1/ko) in which we can 
neglect both the energies Eg and Eu as well as 
the energies E and ( E + ~E). The cross section 
for the transition into the lower hyperfine struc
ture state will be determined by the asymptotic 
form of the functions L ( R) and K ( R) in this 
region. 

For sufficiently small R we can neglect E 
and ( E +~E) compared to Eg and Eu. In this 
region, Eqs. (10) for the radial functions g ( R) 
;:o R G ( R) and h ( R) = R H ( R) have the form 

1 d2g ( 1) 
M dR2- Eg + 2 g = O, (13) 

~ dd;~ - (Eu + +) h = 0. (14) 

In the neighborhood of the minimum ( R0 = 2), the 
function Eg is well approximated by the Morse 
potential3 

Eg = _112 +A [£-2a(R-R,) _ 2e-a(R-R,)]. 

The parameters A (the depth of the well Eg 
+ ! at the minimum) and a are determined from 
the exact values of E!?i(R), which are found by 
numerical integration: 

A= 0.1027; 2~2A = d2EgldR2 = 0.0976; ~ = 0.69. 

For energy E > 0, the Schrooinger equation 
with the Morse potential has the exact solution 

g = e-~/2 [~is e-is<P, F (- n, I + 2is, ~) 

-~-is eisq>, F (- n', 1 - 2is, ~)], 

where 

~ = (2 V MA I a) e-a(R-R,); is = V- Me:/ a; 

n = 11 MAja - 1/ 2 - is; 

e2iS'llo = r (1 + 2is) r (- n') I r (1- 2is) r (- n). 

In the region 1 « R - R0 « 1/s, for E-- 0, 

the solution becomes 

(15) 

where 

& = ~ _ R _ i_ In 2 V MA 
a. 0 a a ' 

(' liMA' 
Cf'o = 2~ ( 1) - ~ 1 I 2 - -a -) ; 

1/J (x) is the logarithmic derivative of the r-func
tion and has poles at the points 0, - 1, - 2, .... 
In addition, the quantity ( !- -...; MA/ a) ~ -0.88 
is near to - 1, which leads to a quite large value 
of cp0 ~ 11. This is related to the fact that there 
is a virtual level of the mesic molecule near to 
zero energy, which results in resonance. 5 

To find the asymptotic form of h ( R), we note 
that at sufficiently large distances [for which, 
however, Eq. (14) is still valid] 

E ~ 1- 2 R -R 
g.u~-:r+e e 

[The solution of Eq. (4) in the approximation (9) 
gives Eg,u ~% + %Re-R.] 

At distances R for which the expression 
(2M/e)Re-R (M = 8.87) is still important, it 
can be approximated well by the function 

(2M I e) Re-R = e-a'(R-R,); RI = 3; 

a' = 1 - 1 I R1 = o. 7. 

In this case, Eq. (14) is reduced to the Bessel eql,la
tion by the substitution ~ = exp {- a' ( R - Rt) I 2} . 
Since for a repulsive state there should be no so
lution for which h ( R) increases exponentially 
with decreasing R, we find 

h (K) = Ko (~e-a'(R-R,)/2), 

where Ko ( x) is a Bessel function of imaginary 
argument. 

Since K0 (x) --ln(2/x) for x- 0, we have, 
for R - R1 » 1, 

h(R)~R+w; ffi=-R1 -(21~')ln(lloc'). (16) 

Using (9), (15), and (16) we easily find the as
ymptotic form of the radial functions p ( R) = R 
X K(R) and q(R) = RL(R): 

p =(A.- V3 v) R +(A.&- "V3vffi), 

q=-(t..V3 +v)R-(A. ll3&+vffi). 

The constants A. and v are to be fixed by 
using the condition that p ( R) contain only an 
outgoing wave eikoR for R - co, and from the 
normalization to unity of the probability density 
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in the incoming wave q ( R). 
Thus 

V3(&-w) (1 , 'k R) 
p = 4- ik0 (3w + &) -jl 0 ' 

R 1 (3& + w) -4ik0 R 
q = T 4-ik0 (3w+&) 

(17) 

The cross section for transition to the lower hy
perfine structure state is 

cr = 47t }!r, 3(&-w)• 
k 16 + k~ (3w + &)2 ' 

(18) 

or, inserting the numerical values of the param-
eters, 

(19) 

The statistical weight of the spin % state of the 
system consisting of a f.L meson and two protons 
is equal to t;3• The probability of transition per 
unit time to the lower hyperfine structure state is 

W = 1/ 3 crvN-::::; 507ta2 v0N-:::::; 2 ·109 sec-1 (20) 
fl. 

This value may be somewhat high. Inclusion of 
terms "" ~/M in the interaction potential en
ergy and deviations Eg from the Morse function 
may cause a shift from resonance, and conse
quently, reduce the value of a. However, since 
the transition probability (20) is at least three 
orders of magnitude greater than the probability 
of decay of the f.L meson (Wdec = 0.5 x 106 sec-1 ), 

the conclusion that there is an almost complete 
transfer of the J..L-mesic atom into the lower hy
perfine structure state undoubtedly remains valid:+' 

*Since the wavelength of the 1.1 meson is comparable to the 
dimensions of the H2 molecule, it is necessary to treat the 
scattering of the 1.1 meson by the H2 molecule, and not by a 
free proton. This treatment leads to a difference in the cross 
sections for the process in para- and orthohydrogen, but does 
not change the basic conclusions of the present paper. 

This result has two unusual consequences. 
First, J..L- mesons entering hydrogen should be 

completely depolarized. 
Second, neutrons produced from f.L- capture by 

protons in the reaction f.L- + p = n + v should be 
completely polarized in the direction of their mo
tion. For, since the capture of the f.L meson oc
curs from the lower hyperfine structure state 
(the total angular momentum of the f.L + p sys
tem is zero), and the neutrino is polarized along 
its direction of motion, our statement follows from 
the conservation laws. * 

In conclusion, I express my deep gratitude to 
L. D. Landau and Ia. B. Zel' dovich for interest in 
the work and valuable remarks. 
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*For capture of the 1.1 meson from both hyperfine structure 
levels, the polarization of the neutrons along their direction 
of motion would be a relativistic effect "'vn/c. 


